
 

 

Foot Fungus, Wounds & More  
Bacterial Ear Infection Cured,  
Local Application of Silvergen Colloidal Silver  
Date: 10.2009  
Contact: Email at44 @ especulador.com 

Hello, my name is Manuel Xanthakis and I live in Argentina. 

My family and myself have been making colloidal silver for 3 years now. 

First I will give the data of the quality of Ionic/Colloidal quality we use and then 
examples of successful treatments which other friends and ourselves achieved 
using this. 

Our machine is basically an electrolysis machine home made using a 12 volt 
transformer, a small bubbling machine for fish tanks to still the solution 
constantly, a multimeter at the 20 Milli Ampere setting to control the amount of 
silver which leaves the electrode through the following electrochemical formula: 

67 x Average Milli Amperes x time , divided by the water volume in cubic 
centimeters... 67 is a constant number. 

Time is the period during which we measure the Milli Amperes, preferably taken 
as 15 minute interval may be more or less, but it is recommended not much more 
to get accurate results) 

Average Milli Amperes is the reading at the beginning of the period plus the 
reading at the end of the period divided by 2. 

This formula will give you the Parts Per Million extracted from the electrode for 
the given period of time. 

Example: Milli Ampere readings for a 15 minute period may be 0.5 + 0.76 = 0.63 
Milli Ampere Average times 67 being the constant times 15 minutes divided by 
500 cc distilled water will give an extraction of 1.27 PPM for that given period. You 
add sequentially the result in PPM for each period until you reach a total of 8 to 12 
PPM. As successive periods go by the Milli Ampere readings will increase as the 
water becomes more conductive due to the silver particles. 

We use good quality distilled water, bubble constantly, The process takes as long 
as needed depending on several variables, like volume of water, temperature, 
electrode surface, electrode separation. We do not speed it up estimating that the 
particles will be smaller. We get a clear liquid with no visible sediment or floating 
particles (not yellow since this color indicates larger particles). Sota provides a 
generator that limits the amperage to 1 Milli Ampere, being slower, but permitting 
a small particle constant erosion of the electrode. Upon measuring the Ionic 



 

 

content we get that these batches give about a 70% Ionic and a 30% Colloid mix. 
Continuing the process to up to 20 PPM yields a 50/50 mix. We use the 10 PPM 
concentration. 

WE DO NOT SPEED THE PROCESS UP BY ADDING ANYTHING, NOT EVEN CS OR 
HEATING THE WATER, AS WE BELIEVE LARGE PARTICLES OR COLORING OF THE 
SOLUTION ALSO INDICATING LARGER PARTICLES.WILL RESULT. WE BELIEVE 
THAT USING LARGER QUANTITIES OF THE 10 PPM CS WILL BE BETTER THAN 
SMALL QUANTITIES OF A CONCENTRATED PRODUCT WITH POTENTIALLY 
LARGER PARTICLES, AS LAB TESTS SHOW THAT CS IS EFFECTIVE FROM 2 TO UP 
TO 10 PPM. 

Cases Treated 

Myself and My Family 

a) 5 years of internal severe bleeding hemorrhoids. Mixture of 10% DMSO 
(Dimethilsulfoxide) applied with a small 1 oz bubble enema two times after each 
bowel movement. In one month the bleeding disappeared and has stopped for a 
year now. Sometimes, not often, there is some bleeding but goes away 
spontaneously in at most 2 days. 

b) Skin peeling in the hands once a year which lasted 4 months and left 
spontaneously after lots of rubbing with pumice stone. Applied 50% DMSO and 
50% CS and it disappears in a week. 

c) Fungus between toes in feet. Four or five applications and it disappears, If after 
months it comes back do again. 

d) Colds and sore throat: Gargle with CS 3 times a day and it will go away. If 
congestion symptoms I use an Electronic Nebulizer so the CS may attack whatever 
microorganism has infected your lungs. Drink 8 oz per day if it persists only. Drops 
in the nose. All as developments may warrant. The whole family uses this method, 
even the children with success. 

e) Indigestion, diarrhea I will drink 500 cc spread in 3 ingestions per day and it is 
over in one or two days at most. 

f) Cuts or burns or open wounds keep moist in CS as long as possible 

g) Pink Eye or Conjunctivitis use as drops in the eyes. Using small swimming 
goggles, inundate one eye at a time for as long as comfortable for a 24 hr complete 
relief or maybe a bit more. 

Friends 



 

 

h) Bleeding of gums, swishing a gulp in the mouth for 5 or 6 minutes every morning 
will get rid of the condition, plus eliminate bad breath. Unconfirmed it may fight 
tooth decay and plaque 

i) Severe eye infection where the person could not read with either eye, severe 
pain to the point of not being able to sleep. The person was treated at a very 
reputable eye clinic to no avail. After a month changed to another clinic, the best 
reputed in Argentina, and French drugs were imported. All to no avail and 
worsening conditions. Upon self application of CS at 10PPM with eye inundation 
and keeping moist with cotton while lying down the infection started to subside 
within 48 hours, with constant improvement in vision and decreasing pain. In 30 
days the eyes were normal again. 

Disclaimer: I am not a doctor (engineer with experience in research), I do not 
participate in the sale of CS nor advise in any aspect anybody selling CS. The 
information provided is for the use and experimentation of those persons willing 
to do so. 

Silvermedicine may provide to any party soliciting to contact me, my e-mail 
address and I will answer questions on the technical and use aspect] of CS 

Reprinted from: 
http://www.silvermedicine.org 
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